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more successful the nation will be.

Somebody said to me during the way, a doctor. He said, if there was

another army ours wouldn't get the (2j) to do the job. By which he

meant that there was , in his opinion, a great amount of inefficiency in the
as a

army, x±Nxtk governmental organization, which if tx a private organiza-

ton had, it would fall t by the wayside. Well, I think that there is a large

amount of truth in that. The world U7 war had to be right on us before the

army even began to make And you remember the situation when this general

began wanting them to go in the air in a big way, how they court martialed. him.

1N any governmental organization there is a tendency for people to get good

jobs and sit on them and stay there. It is a natural tendency. You lose the

spirit of free enterprise and free ±lxtj initiative, because you are not free,

as a rule. When you get an idea to go ahead and try it out to succeed or fail

with it, you have to get your z superior's approval, and dBx usually it is

a good many years before they are even willing to consider it. We are in a

different situation now, in that regard, because we have an emergency army,

which stimulates determination to push ahead. But under ordinary circumstances,

that is the case with most governmental organizations. And so, the more the

doing of it is done by private initiative, the more successful the nation is.

The answer, then, is k not the abolition of govt., you cannot carry on without

govt., in a world of sinful men. You have to have govt. to enforce a certainxi

amount of morality. To enforce contrast, to get rid of murders, to protect

against evil. A certain amount of morality has to be enforced by gtxx govt.

And there are z certain matters of cooperation which might be worked out

by absolute free negotiation among ±itxtztxx individuals. Often, there

are too many individuals involved for it to be very handily done. And it does

not matter how it is done, just so it is done well. And so, there is this

second large sphere.

But thea third sphere, of direction, there are certain things a govt. has

to do, but the less it does, and the more it can stimulate others to do, the

better it is. Donw in South America I was in San Paulo, Braxil, and I was
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